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Communication

I have conducted research on different
topics in life sciences since 2007.

During my time in the Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics in
Nijmegen, my focus was on genetics of
brain asymmetries and handedness.
This work resulted in two first-author
articles, accessible at:

Peer reviewed article

Poster

As part of my studies in Turkey,
Germany and The Netherlands, I have
attended conferences, some of which I
also had poster presentations in.

I have shared my work on genetics of
brain asymmetries at:

I am fond of transforming complex
information into digestible bits. In my
current profession, I also couple this
with an understanding in SEO and
marketing automation to leverage
engaging content for lead generation.

Two example blog articles from me can
be found at:

Blog

https://bit.ly/2SOgajx
https://bit.ly/2RWafEw

10th FENS Forum of Neuroscience,
2016
5th North Sea Laterality Meeting,
2016

https://bit.ly/3rYiC6O
https://bit.ly/3T8TztW

Tulya Kavaklioglu



Email

When they contain news and assets
valued by your audience, newsletters
and email campaigns are effective tools
to keep in touch with your audience.

In the recent years, I helped InnoSer
and GenomeScan shape emails that
contain clear messaging and powerful
imagery.

Although most press releases follow
the same structure, your message
needs to be shaped based on your
target audience (i.e. general public vs.
peer scientists / companies).

My resent work mostly contained
examples addressing the latter. Full
version of the example here can be
found at:

Press

Webinar

Events

https://bit.ly/3ENG8LM

I have plenty of experience in event
management within the performance
arts sector. I have also participated in
many conferences, lectures,
workshops, summer schools...

Life sciences events I managed are
limited to online ones, as they have
become the go to option during the
pandemic.

With on-demand options, they
continue to make useful assets for
awareness or lead generation.



Social

Media

Web

I have created and contributed to the
management of several WordPress
websites since 2014. Even static pages
of a website evolve together with their
organization. So, these are forever
unfinished works.

In their current state, some examples
can be found at:

www.genomescan.nl
www.saillanttherapeutics.nl
www.innoserlaboratories.com

LinkedIn is a great platform to marry
inbound and outbound marketing.
Especially for awareness campaigns,
boosting educational content with eye
catching graphics can complement
your other market entry efforts.

My main current contribution to social
media work can be found at:

www.linkedin.com/company/geno
mescan

Print

Brochures, banners, and giveaways are
in your essentials pack for exhibitions.
You may also want to pamper your
employees with goodies every once in
a while.

I have created all such material in the
recent years, working with different
print and gift stores.



Pascal Laurent

Marketing Manager at GenomeScan
Reference: April 3, 2020
Pascal was Tulya's client

LinkedIn References

"Enthusiastic and knowledgeable freelance marketer with a
critical mind and the ability to understand clients' needs.

Tulya fulfills the role of digital specialist for GenomeScan for
about a year now and she is involved in online, web and social

media projects. I particularly appreciate the way Tulya interacts
with often skeptical scientists and always finds a friendly solution
to deal with their sharp remarks and comments. She dares to take

initiatives but remains open for external input. No matter how
tense the discussion, Tulya makes sure that we accomplish our

objectives before leaving the room. 
Tulya would be of true support for your team, for any company

seeking a skilled and competent marketing professional."

Managing Director at InnoSer
Nederland BV
Reference: February 10, 2020
Jan was Tulya's client

Jan Bartels

"We are now working with Tulya, Lyfsci marketing, for little over 6
months and we are very happy with her professional, flexible and
creative marketing support. She has a wide marketing knowledge
and she is very well organised. Thanks to her support, we updated
our marketing material (i.e. brochures), doubled the number of our

followers on LinkedIn, we send out newsletters each month, and
we are working on a new and beautiful website. She is acting as
our own marketing department and is a great help for InnoSer's

growth."

Raymond Egging

Director Marketing & Sales Diagnostics
/ R&D at GenomeScan
Reference: January 4, 2019
Raymond managed Tulya directly

"Tulya is a highly motivated, forward thinking and also intelligent
person who has lots of knowledgde in both the field of life

sciences and in the field of marketing. Tulya was able to write a
comprehensive, high quality, reliable and specific business plan in
a short period of time. Her enthusiasm and dedication were both
motivating and inspiring for our company. She is an asset to any

company that she’s with."


